
For the second time since 2001, federal governments have
introduced legislation that would increase the powers of law
enforcement organizations to trace internet crime, and reduce
judicial oversight of such investigations.

The two acts, introduced in June 2009, have catchy titles:
the ‘Investigative Powers for the 21st Century Act’ and ‘The
Technical Assistance for Law Enforcement in the 21st Century
Act’. Combined, they would require Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and Telephone Service Providers (TSPs): 

• to disclose subscriber information to law enforcement or
CSIS officers without the requirement for a warrant. This
information would include name, address, and identifying
equipment numbers; 

• to install surveillance capabilities within their systems;
and 

• to collect and store ‘transmission information’ on
telephone, Email, and web accesses by specific subscribers over
specific periods, on request by specially authorized law
enforcement or CSIS officers. 

While no warrant would be required to initiate the collection
of such data by the ISP or TSP, a judicially authorized warrant
or production order would be necessary to allow police access
to the data collected.

The government says that the proposed laws respect the
rights of individuals to ‘a reasonable expectation of privacy’.
The government has emphasized that the legislation does not
require the general monitoring of transmission data or content
of all subscribers; only those for which specific requests are
made. 

Warrants to access the information must be issued by the
courts, which would require evidence of ‘reasonable grounds to
suspect’ before they could be issued. 

The legislation is said to be similar to that introduced by the
previous Liberal government in 2005, and which died on the
order paper.

Privacy Commissioners Express
Concerns

Despite this assurance of safeguards, both federal and
provincial privacy commissioners have expressed alarm. The
Freedom of Information and Privacy Association observed: ‘We
have no objection if police and security forces have the same
ability to intercept and monitor email and wireless
communication that they currently have to intercept and
monitor letter mail and conventional telephone
communication. But the lawful access proposals go far beyond
this to propose much greater license to intercept and monitor,
and with a lower standard of judicial supervision.’ 

Federal Privacy Commissioner Jennifer Stoddart
commented: ‘Canadians put a high value on the privacy,
confidentiality and security of their personal communications
and our courts have also accorded a high expectation of privacy
to such communications … the current proposal will give police
authorities unprecedented access to Canadians’ personal
information.”

‘We feel that the existing legal regime governing
interception of communications—set out in the Criminal Code
and carefully constructed by government and Parliament over
the decades—does protect the rights of Canadians very well,’
said Ed Ring, Newfoundland and Labrador’s Privacy
Commissioner. 

The privacy commissioners recommend that when new
powers are introduced, Parliament ensure that they are
‘minimally intrusive’ and include a five-year Parliamentary
review. 0
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